Unique antique glass drinking vessels
|by John A. Ey, Jr.
Photos by John A. Ey, Jr.
The following article is the substance
of one of the Stein Talks presented at
the 9th Annual Convention of SCI, 17
- 20 July 1975, at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago. It is published here as a
matter of interest to those SCIers who
were unable to attend the convention. - Editor
Last month I attended a large antique
show at the civic auditorium in
Cincinnati, Ohio looking for steins
and unusual drinking vessels for my
collection. I arrived at the show some
two hours after it opened, so the
merchandise should not have been
picked over. Several years ago I might
have found some 25 or more fine
Mettlachs, but in this entire show
w i t h over 140 dealers there were only
five: a 3/10L #2090 "Club Stein" at
$395; two #1786 "St. Florian" 1/2L's
at $625 and $650; a 1/2L De Kannenburg at $750; and a 1/2L common type
etched with inlay l i d signed by Warth
at $495: all were in mint condition.
The dealers who had the steins would
reduce the price only $10 on each
regardless of the number purchased;
they said Mettlachs are hard to come
by, bring good prices, and they would
be gone before the show closed.
In the same show there were only five
German regimentals; four damaged
and one mint, and priced from $160
to $200 even though in only fair
condition including four reattached
lids. There were several ordinary
pottery, but no pewter and no faience
steins. Five years ago one could find
numerous fine glass and crystal
steins, but in this show there were

only three nondescript pieces and
priced at $45 to $75; and you would
not want to take them home even at
1969 prices of $15 to $20.
The point I wish to make is that
almost all types of desirable steins
and drinking vessels are becoming
increasingly scarce, especially in
antique shows, and those that do
come on the market have highly
inflated prices. But I would like to
direct you to the fact that there are
fine glass pieces available in America
and in Europe, and the prices are not
exhorbitant. There are exquisite
examples of fine craftsmanship, embellishment and beauty available
which can bring great pleasure to the
owner, particularly if one appreciates
the skill and patience of those who
worked w i t h their hands — the
glassblowers and those who decorated and engraved these creations.
You know, the real pleasure of collecting drinking vessels is not simply
the accumulation of a great number of
any one kind, or of a great variety, or
of the most costly available; to me the
real pleasure seems to derive from
knowing the history of the item,
where it came from, who made it, and
for whom. And there are the circumstances and the people one meets
when acquiring an item, frequently
fascinating individuals, and those
w i t h whom a friendship develops.
And one of the real pleasures of
collecting is coming to our SCI
conventions where the social aspects
dovetail admirably w i t h the collecting theme. These all seem so much
more important and rewarding than
the cold and impersonal "accumulation" concept.

John A. Ey, Jr., writer of Prosit's Collectors
Lore column, speaking to S.C.I. members
during the Ninth Convention at the Drake
Hotel in Chicago.

Now, to get back to glass and a little
about its history. Certainly it is one of
the most exciting and impressive of
man's discoveries, but its origins are
a mystery, and no one knows when
man first became aware of glass and
its usefulness. We do know that the
Egyptians were making glass over
4,000 years ago, and it was made by
the Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans.
There is speculation that lightning
struck a beach and watchers afterward noted shards of glass in the
sand. There may be an element of
truth in this as glass is made of sand
or silica, fused w i t h potash and soda
which comes from seaweed, and from
lime from rocks; the heat produced by
the lightning could have fused these
substances on the beach. It could
have been that the Egyptians or people from an earlier civilization built a
fire on a beach and as a result of the
heat and the fusing of the silica, soda
and lime, glass formed in the embers.
This is all speculation; we simply do
not know how it was first made.
One of the first uses of glass by the
Egyptians once they recognized its

possibilities, was to coat pebbles and
other small objects w i t h molten glass
pastes, let it cool, and then fashion
necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and
other ornaments of personal adornment. The glass paste was also used
to coat pottery bowls, vases, cups,
and other containers, and when the
glass coating cooled the pottery was
broken away and the glass containers
remained; variety was added by coloring the glass paste before it was
applied, or later by painting the glass
itself.
It was not until the 1st century A.D.
that the Syrians began glass blowing
and later used molds. This permitted
the fashioning of larger and more
beautiful glass objects. We do know
that since the 1st century A.D. glass
has been in almost continuous use,
although at times it was scarce and
very expensive. The Dark Ages
placed a quietus on glassmaking, as it
did on literature, painting and the
other arts, and it was not until the
Renaissance in Italy in the 14th
century that glassmaking again came
to the fore, but not for purchase by the
average individual. Glass was expensive and in short supply, and it was
not until the 18th century that glass
became readily available to the
world's population. Generally, what
glass was produced prior to that time
went to those w i t h money — royalty,
nobles, moneyed families, and international traders.

derful sense of color, and in shapes
and forms that were truly works of
art. The glass was light and fragile
and suited to the wine drinking of
southern Europe. Even Henry VIII
collected, in addition to his wives,
over 500 pieces of this magnificent
Venetian glass. The Venetians held a
monopoly on the making of fine glass
for well over a century, and any man
venturing out of Italy w i t h glassmaking secrets was murdered on sight by
Venetian agents (this was before
women's liberation; only men were
murdered; there were no women
glassblowers or decorators at that
time!).
The Germans were the first to make
inroads on the Venetian monopoly,
although glassmaking eventually
spread to other cities in Italy including Florence, Padua, Verona, Naples
and Ferrara. The first German glass
was heavy and discolored w i t h a
greenish tint due to impurities. Evidently, they could not or did not
perfect means to rid the glass of the
impurities as had the Venetians.
Resourceful, the Germans began
enameling the glass to enhance its
beauty and they did a superior job. In
fact, some of the finest, most desirable, and expensive old glass is of
German origin; it gave the Venetian
variety a wealth of competition. In
t u r n , other countries took to
glassmaking, France, England, Swe-

den, Holland, Belgium; today almost
every country has a glassmaking
industry. The art glass of France is a
subject in itself, for which time and
space are not available here. It has a
legion of followers and collectors,
and experts devote years to its many
facets.
It is not possible in any discussion to
do justice to glass drinking vessels
without mentioning the Roemer (Illustration No. 1). The Greeks first
fashioned a vessel that is now known
as the Roemer in the 5th century B.C.,
and today, almost 25 centuries later,
the same form is still being used! The
Romans later adopted it, and could
not improve on it, and every civilization since has tried but none has
succeeded. The only significant
change in the Roemer was made by a
Dutch merchant, Roemer Vischer,
and his sons who did beautiful
engraving on the bowls of these
vessels, and subsequently this style
of drinking glass came to bear his
name.
The modern one I am holding here
has a modest bowl, curved inward at
the top to help prevent spilling, and
w i t h a diameter smaller than the
diameter of the base for stability; and
you w i l l notice that the stem and base
are combined, eliminating one of the
vulnerable breaking points of all
glasses where the stem attaches to the

As it turned out, the Venetians
became the greatest of the glassmakers closely followed by the Germans.
Glass was being made in Venice
before the year 1,000. Glassmaking
requires high temperatures, as high
as 1,400 degrees centigrade, and the
wooden buildings housing the glass
factories in Venice were being
burned to the ground regularly. To
save the city from complete destruction, the reigning doge of Venice
banished all the glass factories about
the year 1,300 to the Island of Murano
located in the Venetian lagoon,
where glass has been made continuously to this day.
The Venetian glass was the most
exquisite ever produced, w i t h a won-

No. 1: Left to right, a German Rhine wine glass, 9 in. tall, and four modern versions of the Roemer,
first fashioned over 2,500 years ago by the Greeks; the most picturesque, practical and popular
drinking vessel of all time.

bowl and also to the base. You w i l l
also notice that the stem has the
gentle silhouette of the Eiffel Tower,
and on the stem are rings in the glass
to facilitate holding. The Greek and
Roman, and some of the later glasses,
had prunts, pointed bits of glass
attached to the stems for the same
purpose, or bosses, which appeared
as glass halves of raspberries or
blackberries applied to the stems,
also to give the drinker a better grip
on the glass.
The Roemers come in all sizes, in
various colors, and w i t h all types of
decoration including enameling, and
w i t h sequins and semiprecious
stones applied to the bowls. They are
being made everywhere today —
Sweden, Germany, Italy, France and
Austria. After almost 2,500 years, it is
the most picturesque, practical and
most popular drinking vessel of all
time!
The term Roemer is frequently and
erroneously applied tö the type of
wine glass I am holding here (Illustration No. 1, left). These glasses have a
distinctive beauty, are attractively
colored and styled, w i t h teardrop,
faceted, and engraved stems, and one
may set an attractive table w i t h them,
but they are not as practical as the
Roemer, they are easily broken, and
lack stability. Their true name is
"Rhine wine glass". They are attractive, but in no way are they as
practical and popular as the 25centuries-old Roemers.

No. 2: French opaline glass Pokal corresponding to a German welcome beaker, 23 in. tall
and hand decorated in varicolored enamels. A
rare vessel, it incorporates multiple cultural
styles both in decoration and form; C. 1825.

I have shown you the Roemers in
various sizes as well as the Rhine
wine glass. I also have several other
unique antique glass vessels to show
and describe. Here is a beautiful
French opaline glass Pokal (Illustration No. 2) that was used when
dignitaries were welcomed to the
offices of a French municipality; it is
a counterpart to the German Humpen
or welcome beaker, and is hand made
and decorated in beautiful enamels. I
have not been able to pin down
through research the true significance of its style and decoration, for
the l i d appears to be Byzantine, some
decoration of Middle Eastern cultures, and the figures are of a
medieval nature. It probably dates
from the early 1800's and represents a
style that is rare in French glass
production.
Here I have a German Flugelglas, or
winged glass (Illustration No. 3)
dating from the early 17th century.
Many early glasses made in Germany
and in Venice had various glass
decorations attached to the stems.
They were added for beauty's sake,
but they also served from a structural
standpoint to strengthen the fragile
stems of those early pieces. While the
Germans called them Flugelglas, the
Venetians called them calice a alette
— winged glass, or calice a serpente
— serpent glass; the German and
Venetian pieces bore a close resemblance.. This particular glass I acquired in an old antique shop in lower Bavaria over 25 years ago. It was in
five pieces and I spent almost eight
months trying to find a glassmaker on
the Continent who could put it back
together for me. Four individuals
made a stab at it and a mess of the
repairs as well because they did not
understand how the over 300-yearold glass was made let alone how to
repair it.
Then happily I was visiting a small
museum in the medieval town of
Speyer near Heidelberg, Germany
one Saturday afternoon, and came
upon a group of five elderly men
assembling pieces of Roman amphorae found at centuries-old Roman
campsites and settlements along the
Rhine River. The men were working
in a side room of the museum w i t h
the entrance door ajar. I mustered
enough courage to enter, and in
half-German, half-English got over to
one of the workers that I had a piece of
very old German glass that I wished

to have repaired, and would they
help?
I felt sure they could do the work
since the room was l i n e d w i t h
shelves w i t h about every type of
antique glass container ever made
awaiting repair by their hands.
After considerable consultation w i t h
his colleagues, the man's answer was
Ja, and I told him I would bring the
glass" w i t h me the next Saturday.
When I did arrive w i t h my glass,
there was a flurry of excitement
among the workers and a somewhat
prolonged discussion which I hoped
would end in a decision to repair the
piece. The reply was that I should
return in two weeks, and I surmised it
would be in one piece rather than five
at the time.
Two weeks later I was back, and
sitting on a small platform in the
center of their workshop was my
glass — in one piece — and the
workers, all w i t h broad smiles and
gleams in their eyes, were awaiting
my reaction. I tried to show my
elation in my best German, and
exclaimed "Wunderbar.", and they
understood.
Then came the time to ascertain the

No. 3: German Flugelglas, or winged glass, 13
in. tall; early 17th century; closely resembling
early Venetian glass — light, fragile, beautifully colored, with an intricate style, and
created by a gifted craftsman.

cost of their work. I asked the
question, "Was kosten?". Again there
was much discussion, but finally one
said, "Tabac". Ah, they wanted tobacco in payment as one held up a
pipe w i t h a smile (tobacco was scarce
and expensive in Germany so soon
after World War II). I replied that I
would be back the next week w i t h
their tabac. During the week I bought
a large red two-pound can of American Prince Albert smoking tobacco at
the post exchange for each of the five
workers, suitably wrapped them, and
the next Saturday drove to Speyer to
make the presentation. I do not know
how much tobacco they expected,
possibly only one can between them,
but when I presented each w i t h a
large can their joy knew no bounds.
One worker headed for the corner
cupboard and withdrew a bottle of
schnapps and one of goldwasser
liqueur, and another brought forth
glasses of all types and sizes. Toasts
flew with abandon; gemütlichkeit
was evident everywhere; and a crescendo of zum wohl's rang out w i t h
gusto.
I finally made it back to Heidelberg
that evening after possibly the most
memorable scene associated w i t h my
35 years of collecting, and I ' l l never
forget the countenances of those five

Another crystal vessel that embodies
the utmost in craftsmanship is this
Czechoslovakian Pokal (Illustration
No. 5). There were many artisans
engaged in its production, the designer, the glassblower, the glass
engraver, the enameler, the jeweler
who drilled the glass to set the
semiprecious stones in the l i d and
base, and finally the artist who did
the reverse painting on the glass of
the body. The piece represents not
simply an individual effort to produce a thing of beauty, but a joint
venture where a number of skilled
craftsmen pooled their talents to
produce as unique a vessel as it is
possible to create. The purity of the
crystal is readily apparent, and the
amount of gold decoration stamps it
as no ordinary piece.

No. 5: Magnificent Czechoslovakian jeweled
crystal Pokal or covered wine chalice; 20 in.
tall; with a medallion-shaped reverse painting
on glass; inset with semiprecious stones;
trimmed with gold leaf; an unusually elaborate product of the glassmaker's and decorator's crafts; C. 1825.

artisans and their manifest satisfaction and joy at having someone
appreciate their efforts and at the
same time take the time to express it.
As I mentioned earlier, the pleasure
of collecting is not found in simply
accumulating a great number of
pieces, but from the circumstances
that prevail when an item is acquired,
and from the friendships that ensue
and the social aspects that dovetail
w i t h the collecting theme.

The jewels have a special significance, in that they go back to the time
when precious and semiprecious
stones were set in all types of drinking vessels on the l i d , base, body or
the lip. The idea being that the stones
would change their colors if the drink
contained poison. One of the least
messy means of getting rid of an
enemy years ago was to lace his drink
w i t h poison; the stones helped detect
the poison before the drinker imbibed. Another- means of detecting
poison was to immerse a piece of
horn on a golden chain; if the liquid
foamed, it was said to contain poison.
Many old drinking vessels were
made of horn for this reason.

Here is another piece of exquisite
antique glass, resembling in many
ways the German FlügelgJas I just
showed you; it is Venetian and is
called a "dragon-stem" wine glass
(Illustration No. 4). The glass dragon
is used to strengthen the stem, as the
wings do for the stem of the German
Flugelglas, and at the same time adds
an artistic touch. The glass is light,
beautifully shaped, and flecked w i t h
gold.

No. 4: Venetian "dragon-stem" wine glass of
the 17th century; 11 in. tall; light, fragile,
beautifully shaped, flecked with gold; an
exquisite example of the glassmaker's art and
a lasting tribute to the artisan who designed it.

One of the glories of the old Venetian
glass was the wonderful color, especially its wide range. It had an
elegance not normally expected of
work by simple craftsmen, and it had
much to do w i t h the great cultural
movement during the Renaissance to
which Venice made an important
contribution.

No. 6: A rare German, silver-mounted, crystal
ceremonial drinking horn; hand blown; with
silver lid, tip and base; handsomely engraved
with a crown, elaborate initials, scrollwork,
and grape leaves; made for royalty; C. 1880.

Probably the most significant embellishment to this Pokal is the reverse
painting on glass, and opposite it a
piece of glass is set into the body
which permits viewing the painting
in detail. Unlike normal paintings
where the background is painted first
followed by the normal buildup to
the final touches, these paintings
were done in reverse and required
unusual technical skill and artistic
ability; almost no such painting is
being done today. That all of this
would embellish a single drinking
vessel attests to its uniqueness.
The last of the unusual glass vessels I
want to show you is this crystal
drinking horn from Germany (Illustration No. 6), beautifully engraved,
and mounted on a silver stand w i t h a
silver l i d and tip. It is the only glass
horn I have ever seen outside of a
museum, and was presented to an
American diplomat as a memento on
a special mission by a German chancellor.

why there are special glasses for
different wines, the liqueurs, and
steins and mugs for beer. It may be
psychological, but whatever it is, you
seem to derive more pleasure from
having used the appropriate vessel,
especially if it is one you can call your
own.
There is an old saying, " A n unnoticed pleasure is not a pleasure at
all; a pleasure must be noticed." Men
and women have for centuries tasted
the essence of pleasure by noting the
containers from which they drank.

Nutmeg in your beer?
by Martha H i l l Hommel
Reprinted from June 1953 Hobbies
A tradition of scraping nutmeg upon
beer still lingers among the people of
Southern Germany. The ball thumb
pieces on German tankards have, at
times, been used as receptacles for
the nutmeg.

Engraved near the lip at the front are a
crown and elaborate initials and
scrollwork; the crown indicates it
was made for royalty. It is a beautiful
example of the glassblower's art, and
quite unlike the old 4th and 5th
century glass horns from central
Europe, some of which survive in
museums. Though more than 1,500
years have passed since some of the
earlier horns were made, the 18th and
19th century glassblowers persisted
in enriching the arts by creating their
versions of glass objects that are not
only practical, beautiful, and tastefully decorated, but which are works
of art in themselves.
There is no question but that drinking
vessels rank along w i t h the knife and
fork in importance for mankind's
sustenance. Some drinking vessels
add to drinking pleasure just as a fine
car adds to driving pleasure, and
there is much psychology attached to
drinking in style. Witness the elaborate toasts, the prolonged French
wine-tasting routines, and other
drinking ceremonies. If you have
your own glass, stein, mug or cup
w i t h your initials, coat of arms, crest,
or organizational insigne thereon,
you seem to reap a distinct pleasure.
Champagne from a paper cup does
not taste like champagne; nor is a
brew a brew from a foam container;
such containers do nothing for you or
for the liquids. That is one reason

screwed, and their purpose was to
hold nutmeg. The illustration used
here was made possible by this
Museum. The body is made of clay or
pottery w h i l e the bottom r i m or
standing foot is pewter. The l i d also
is of pewter and bears the likeness of
John George I I I of Saxony (1647-1691
A.D.)
The pewter ball thumb knob is open
and shows well the threaded ridge.
On the lower right hand side of the
picture is a small grater, which when
not being used as such, is screwed
to a thread section of the beer mug
underneath the pewter foot of the
mug. There is a pewterer's mark
"Naumberg". This is indeed a fine
example of this type of a seventeenth
century, beer mug.
The grater is also made of pewter,
but it has a harder coating of metal
on the grating surface, the holes or
perforations have very rough edges
so that when the nutmeg is rubbed
over them, these rasp like ridges are
sufficient to produce powdered nutmeg. This beer mug came from Saxony.
Beer mug graters were also made of
silver or Battersea enamel, just the
proper size to nest a nutmeg. Besides
beer, flip, mulled cider, and hot
punch, were also flavored w i t h nutmeg which was supposed to make the
drinks not only tastier, but more
digestible.

The National Museum in Munich
once had in its exhibits tankards of
this type, and so did a few other
smaller museums scattered about
Southern Germany. They also exhibited small box graters with a place
for the nutmeg. Some of this type
were carried by folks during their
travels, and used mostly to scrape
into green beer — or beer which
had not been allowed to age sufficiently.
In the Germanic National Museum
in Nuremberg, at one time there were
several specimens of old beer mugs
w i t h the ball-thumb knob, these
knobs could be opened or un-

It might be well for collectors of
boxes, to search amongst them and
perhaps what you have labelled snuff
or patch boxes, etc., might well have
once cradled a nutmeg or two! — ?
Well and so, here's nutmeg in your
beer, flip, mulled cider or hot punch.

In a bind(ers)
Our SCI binders have been delayed in
shipment because of a problem w i t h
the mailing cartons. If you have not
received those you have ordered, it
w i l l be shipped soon.
Those who have not yet ordered our
new binders, please consider them as
appropriate and welcome holiday
gifts.

von Scheffel's poem from which this
article takes its name.

Alt Heidelberg du feine
by William Sullivan
So goes the famous little poem by
Joseph Viktor von Scheffel which is
so familiar to steinologists.
Heidelberg, the romantic university
town on the Neckar River, has won
almost unparalleled acclaim from
artist and poet for almost two centuries, the most outstanding of which
was W. Meyer Foerster's " O l d
Heidelberg" w h i c h inspired Sigmund Romberg's celebrated "Student Prince". W i l l i a m Faulkner,
Pulitzer Prize winning novelist, was
charmed by Heidelberg during his
stay after World War I and mentions
'beermugs' from Heidelberg several
times in his "Intruder in the Dust".
Not the least of those to honor this
wooded citadel in the state of Baden
was the firm of Villeroy and Boch
who produced countless steins,
plaques, tumblers and tureens all
depicting the glories of Heidelberg.
Most collectors are familiar with the
Mettaich ½ L. stein #1675 and
plaque #2362 which show highly
detailed and colorful scenes of
Heidelberg Castle w i t h the city,
bridges and river below. The porcelain inset i n the l i d of #1675 bears

The main subject of these two pieces
as well as most other Mettlach productions, is of course the renowned
Heidelberg Castle. This fortification
of massive proportions, was founded
by Konrad von Hohenstaufen, Count
Palatine of the Rhein in the middle of
the Twelfth Century, when Heidelberg was the Capitol of the Rheinland
Palatinate. The castle was profoundly
damaged under French attack in 1693
which accounts for its present condition. Despite the French siege of
almost three centuries past, the castle
remains the greatest treasure of the
old city. Its size, mass and architectural refinement in its place of honor
on the forested mountainside above
the city make it one of the most
beautiful landmarks in Western
Europe. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow once commented, "Next to the
Alhambra of Granada, the Castle of
Heidelberg is the most magnificent
ruin of the Middle Ages." Since the
summer of 1974 open air performances of the musical "Student
Prince" have been given at Heidelberg Castle twice daily during August. An added attraction at the castle
is the world famous Heidelberg Tun,
the colossal wine barrel w i t h a capacity of 200,000 liters. Heidelberg
Tun, also depicted on many steins,
was constructed in 1591, the last of
three great casks.
The two church spires which can be
seen in the Mettlach view are The

Mettlach plaque 2362. Photo by author

Holy Ghost Church (in foreground)
built in about 1400 and the Church of
St. Peter (distant view at left) built in
1485. Heidelberg's fifteenth century
churches were the only buildings of
this period left unharmed by the
French sieges of 1688 and 1693.
The bridge spanning the Neckar in
the foreground w i t h its graceful
portcullis and twin towers with bell
shaped roofs is the former KarlTheodor Bridge. This is the fifth
bridge to stand at this point since the
Prince Elector erected his to replace a
wooden one destroyed in a fifteenth
century ice storm. Today this bridge
is called the Theodor Heuss Bridge,
having been renamed for the first
President of the Federal Republic of
Germany. The Theodor Heuss Bridge
w i l l lead one to the famous
Hirschgasse, the street on which once
stood the tavern where students of
the University held their duels.
No story of Heidelberg would be
complete without mention of Perkeo
the fabled Dwarf who once attempted
to drink dry the giant wine cask in
Heidelberg Castle. The legend of
Perkeo is another story conceived
from the colorful imagination of Josef
Viktor von Scheffel. Von Scheffel's
verse about Perkeo appears on
Mettlach Stein #3200 and reads as
follows:
Das war der Zwerg Perkeo
Im Heideiberger Schloss,
An Wuchse klein und winzig,
An Durste riesengross.

Heidelberg, Germany with the Theodor Heuss bridge crossing the Neckar River and
Heidelberg Castle above it. German Tour Information Office Photo

That was the dwarf Perkeo
In Heidelberg Castle,
in stature so small and tiny,
in thirst so gigantic.

The porcelain inset in #3200 features
a view of the famous cask. Mettlach
#2634, a beautiful three liter cameo is
dedicated to von Scheffel and his
characters and stories based on
Teutonic legend.
One of the most sought after Mettlach
'Heidelberg Steins' is #2894 a magnificent turreted piece made exclusively for Heidelberg students.
2894 features the same view of the
castle and town below as steins 1675
and 3200.

many colors, or simply plain white,
w i l l not determine its age alone.
Coloring, or a lack of it, exists in the
old pieces, the reproductions, and in
Victorian or more modern pieces.
There is one way that color is a help
in determining age, and that is that
there is a marked difference in the
colors used in the 16 and 17 hundreds
and those used in later periods, from
say 1825 to the present.

1976 Dues are due

It would seem that steins bearing
legends and views of this celebrated
city with its mighty fortress and
famed university would make an
excellent subject for specialization.

Dues are now due for 1976 membership in Stein Collectors International. Dues are, as formerly, $20.00 per
year. Application cards are enclosed
for you and for the new members you
w i l l want to introduce into SCI. We
feel that each SCI member should
recruit at least two new members
each year. This is the way to future
growth and a larger and more frequent Prosit.

Faience: how old?
Upon reading the excellent article on
"Faience of the Netherlands" in
Prosit #40, new SCI member Kenneth
Fahnestock hastened this photo and a
letter to author John Ey, Jr. Mr.
Fahnestock saw a great similarity,
especially in colorings, of his piece
shown here to those described by Ey
in his article and was interested in
Ey's opinion. The only markings on
the bottom of the piece are shown
here.
We thought all SCI members would
be interested in Ey's response.
"I have searched all my references
clear back to the 1500's of faience of
the Netherlands, Belgium, France
and Germany, and there is no resemblance whatever to the tracings
you attached to the photograph. Most
of the old pieces that I have seen in
Europe, especially in museums, have
marks embedded in the bottom surface of the pieces, or underglaze in
blue, red or some other color. Since
the mark tells us nothing as to
whether it is an original or reproduction, we have to look at the stein
itself. Actually, we do not have to
make a determination as to whether it
is a piece of old Netherlands faience
or a reproduction — it could very
well be that it is an original of a later
date, let's say from 1850 to the
present!
One other point we should rule out in
determining the stein's age: the decoration, whether blue and white, in

stein of 1759 such as the one shown
in Fig. 2 in Prosit #40. You w i l l know
the difference immediately. A photograph may be worth a thousand
words to the Chinese, but a close
look-see with the stein in hand is
worth three thousand!"

But how to explain that difference in
words? One has to view an old piece
along w i t h the newer one and then
the difference is readily apparent.
The pigment is different, as well as
the gloss and age itself alters the color
by dulling or fading. The Kreussen
steins are an example; the colors of
the 1600's and 1700's vary greatly
from later reproductions, but one has
to study the new and old for a long
time before the differences become
increasingly clear. So, because the
stein is in (particular) colors does not
indicate age per se.
I would definitely say that the modeling of the stein indicates some time
after 1850 as a date of its creation. The
features of the woman seem much too
precise as well as the headpiece. But a
photograph cannot be final. The
work, the coloring and the modeling
are not definitive. The pewter work
can be a telltale, especially its patina,
and the type of hinge used for the l i d
can tell more. The detail in the
decorations can also be a determining
factor.
I would like to say it is very old;
however I do not lean that way. After
1850 seems more probable. There is
one way to know for sure: hold the
stein in one hand and in the other a

Please note: if your 1976 dues are not
received before February 21, 1976,
you w i l l not receive Prosit #43 i n
March. We can no longer afford to
send issues to members who are not
paid.
A l l dues-paid members w i l l receive
their 1976 membership cards w i t h
their Prosit #43.
If you do not receive Prosit #43 and
have paid your dues, please write to
us immediately and we w i l l remedy
the error. Prosit, P.O. 16326, St. Paul,
Mn. 55116.

Boo-boos, goofs, and other
miscellany!
We became so engrossed in the lively
diary account of the 1975 convention
(Prosit #41, p. 287), we neglected to
acknowledge its author, our well
known Associate Editor Jack Lowenstein.
Apologies are also in order to Richard
Whiston for failing to give him the
proper and much deserved credit for
being chairman of Convention #9.
(See Prosit #41, p. 293).

None for Sundays or holidays?
In 1890, New York state residents
could enjoy the brew from 290 separate breweries.

An introduction to
regimental steins
by Mario Pancino
photos by Mario Pancino
The collecting of Imperial German
regimental (or reservist) steins offers
a variety of challenges and rewards
matched by few other categories
within the realm of drinking vessel
collectibles. The myriad of possible
variations to be found are virtually
unlimited and yet, each in its own
way is unique.
What is a regimental stein? Beginning and advanced collectors alike
have debated and been misled by this
phrase probably more often than any
other. Few collectors really appreciate what " i t " really is when
discussing regimentals, and fewer
still have the slightest glimmer of
understanding what the stein represents beyond a colorful souvenir or
something dad (or grandad) brought
back from the "Great War." The fact is
that each, in its own way, is a little
piece of history and, in effect, a
mirror reflecting the life and times of
a proud and emerging nation — born
by the sword as a consequence of the
Franco-Prussian War (1870-71) and

TYPICAL INFANTRY REGIMENTAL Owner's Name: "Reservist Tittel" at base; unit
designation and dates: Machine Gun Company — 8 (Bavarian) Infantry Regt. stationed
at Metz, 1910-1912; finial: infantry soldier
with rifle standing next to lion holding
Bavarian shield; thumblift: rampant lion
holding Bavarian shield; note cameo portrait
of Kaiser Wilhelm II lower left center, King
Ludwig of Bavaria lower right, and Grand
Duke Frederick II (Honorary Commander)
center oval.

Examples of Regimental steins made from (L. to R.) (1) Glass — Saxon Husar (Cavalry); note Husar
helmet (busby) on lid and Saxon Coat of Arms for thumblift. (2) Pewter — Prussian Infantry Regt;
note Prussian "Iron Cross" on stein body and Prussian eagle thumblift. (3) Stoneware —Bavarian
Eisenbahn (railway); note train and winged wheel motif; Munich Maid (Bavarian) thumb lift. (4)
Pottery — Prussian C a v a l r y Regt; relief figures, horse and rider finial, eagle thumblift. (5)
porcelain — Prussian Artillery Regt; cannonshell shaped stein, fuse settings on lid (nose), eagle
thumblift.

engulfed by the sword in the
holocaust of 1914-18. A study of
regimentals is a study of Imperial
Germany from its simplest beginnings to the height of its glory and all
that transpired between.
Following the successful conclusion
of the Franco-Prussian War in 1871,
the newly organized Imperial German Armed Forces were broken into
five basic land divisions plus the
Navy. These basic divisions were the
Infantry, Artillery, Cavalry, Technical Troops and the Military Train. An
additional branch called the
Schutztruppe or Colonial Troops also
existed which was formed from volunteers of the five basic branches and
their primary function was to preserve the public order and safety in
the German colonies of East and
Southwest Africa and the Kameruns.
The Navy also maintained several
overseas bases including Tsing-Tao,
a seaport in Eastern China.
The types of regimental steins to be
found are as varied in material, style
and design as the individuals who
purchased them. As the compulsory
military service was deemed one of
honor (criminals or political undesireables were not accepted), and
w i t h Germany's emerging dominance over Europe developing in
direct proportion to the size and
strength of her armies, the successful
conclusion of a reservist's active duty
time was a milestone definitely worth
commemorating.
Many types of steins were available to

the reservist and competition to supply him with his choice, decorated to
his individual specifications, rapidly
became the primary goal of a large
portion of Germany's stein industry.
For the purpose of this and following
articles, the term regimental (or reservist) stein w i l l be defined as
follows: any stein purchased by (or
given to) a soldier (sailor, etc.) commemorating his termination of compulsory active duty in the military
service and his entrance into the
"Landsturm" or reserve.
Key features which would identify a

T Y P I C A L A R T I L L E R Y REGIMENTAL —
owners name: "Gefreiter (private 1st class)
Schaude" at base; unit designation and dates:
1st Battery Württemberg Field Artillery Regt.
No. 13 stationed at Ulm 1912-1914; finial: field
artillery cannon atop simulated artillery shell
lid with timing band markings; thumblift:
Wren — symbol of Kingdom of Württemberg;
note: cameo portrait of King of Württemberg
in lower left center panel; Württemberg coat of
arms in oval on right.

